Abstract. Group extensions of vector field flows for which the orbit closure map forms a fiber bundle are constructed for the case of minimal flows on compact manifolds and compact Lie groups. Conditions for which minimal nontoral extensions exist are studied.
The existence question for minimal sets and minimal extensions of minimal sets has been studied extensively in topological dynamics. In [5] , Ellis considers the group extension question for minimal homeomorphisms on compact metric spaces. For real flows on compact manifolds it is well known that the torus admits a minimal flow but the Klein bottle does not. In fact, Markley [7] shows that recurrent orbits on the Klein bottle are circles or points. It is also known that a minimal vector field flow admits a minimal extension through any torus [1, p. 58] . The purpose of this paper is to prove that a minimal vector field flow admits a minimal extension beyond a toral extension. It will follow that any Lie group admits a vector field flow which is minimal on the product of two distinct maximal tori and that any minimal vector field flow admits a minimal compact group extension in which the group is a semidirect product with a torus.
It is also shown that a minimal vector field flow can always be extended so that the minimal sets form a partition into imbedded submanifolds and the projection onto the orbit closure spaces forms a fiber bundle. 0. Preliminaries. Definitions and proofs omitted here can be found in [1] , [3] and [4] , All manifolds, maps, and transformation groups will be assumed C °° unless otherwise specified.
If (M, G) is right transformation group, the set {n ■ g\n G N C M, g G G)
will be denoted by N ■ G and the space {n ■ G\n G N C M) with the quotient topology will be denoted by N/G. If G is the real line and X is the vector field generating (M, G), we denote (M, G) by (M, X), N ■ G by N ■ X and N/G by N/X. The symbols G • N and G \ N will be used in case G acts /" will denote the space derivative of /. A vector field Y on P will be called a lift of a vector field A'onMif77+F=A and a G-lift if it is a lift which is invariant under the action of G on P. Let (M, G) be a transformation group. A set A C G is syndetic if there is a compact set K C G such that A ■ K = G.
A point x is G-almost periodic if the set {g E G\x ■ g E U} is syndetic for each open set U containing x. (M, G) is G-weakly almost periodic (G-uniformly almost periodic) if for each index a, 3 K compact B: {g E G\x • g E xa} ■ K = G for each x E M (DxeM{g\xg E xa}K = G). A set A C M is Gtransitive (G-minimal) if x • G = A for some x E N (for all x E A). Fiber bundles will be denoted (F, F, A/, 77) where F is the fiber, P the bundle manifold, M the base manifold and 77 the projection.
1. The existence of G-lifts in which the orbit closure partition forms a fiber bundle.
1.1. Theorem. Let P be compact, (G, P, M, it) a principal bundle, and X a minimal vector field on M. Given p E P, there exists a G-lift Y such that (i) {(g'P) ' Y\g E G} partitions P into imbedded submanifolds.
(ii) The sets G = {g E G\g ■ q Eq • Y} are closed subgroups of G. (iv) The map <b: P -» G/Gp, taking q to
By the structure theorem for compact group extensions of minimal transformation groups [1, p. 46] , the orbit closures partition P into minimal sets, Gq is a closed subgroup, and <b is continuous. TT-'LOnp7K= w~\x) iXq~Ay = Gq-q,
Thus, Gq = Gp,Gq-q= Gp-q, and
Thus, a is well defined. Locally, a is the composition of a cross section of it which takes its values in p ■ Y with the map tt,. Thus, a is continuous.
1.3. Lemma. Let (G", P", M, tt") be a reduction of (G, P, M, tr) and let Y" be a G-lift of X such that p E P" C F, tt" = tt\p», and P" is Y"-invariant. If C7"+1 = {g G G\g-p Gp-Y"), then there is a reduction (Gn+\ Pn+\ M, irn+l) of (G, P, M, ir) and a G-lift Yn + X of X such that p G Pn + X C P, ir"+x = ir\P»+x and Pn+X is Yn+l-invariant.
Proof of 1.3. Let a" be the continuous cross section into G"+l \ P as in 1.2. Let 8" be a C°° approximation of o" [3, p. 25] . Define Pn+X = (irn)x\8n(M)) and define Yn+l to be any G"+1-lift of 8",X. The result follows.
By iterating 1.3, a sequence of reductions (G, P, M, ir),
There is an n such that G" = Gn+1.
Proof of 1.4. If G" ^ g"+1 and dim(G") = dim(G"+1), then the finite set G"+l/C is £ G"/C, where C is the identity component of both G"+1 and G". Thus, G"+1 and G" can differ for at most a finite number of stages.
If Gn+' = G", Y" is minimal on P" and on g • P" for every g G G as well.
Let 8 Thus, 9 is onto. On W X n'x(lJ), 9 is the composition of the following diffeomorphisms:
Thus, 9 is a local trivializing diffeomorphism for <p at [ g]. Proof of 3.2. If T = {exp(At)\t real} in G, then T-p = p ■ A* for each p G P. Let C be closed in F and (F, F, T \ P, irx) be the principal bundle induced by action of T. Since irx is a continuous closed map, irxiC) and 7r~\irC) = T-C = C ■ A* are closed sets. Thus, (F, A*) is weakly almost periodic [4, p. 34] . Since A induces an equicontinuous rotational flow on the torus T and since * : (F, A) -> iT ■ p, A*) is an isomorphism, A * is uniformly almost periodic on its orbit closure T-p = p ■ A* for eachp in F.
Corollary.
Let (G, P, M, ir) be a principal bundle with compact bundle space, X a minimal vector field on M and Y a G-lift of X. Given any Lie algebra element A of G, there exists a lift Yx of X such that each set (q ■ Y) ■ A* is a Yx-minimal set.
